A-Chair
Designed by Jehs+Laub

A simple, no-nonsense design by Jehs+Laub, the A-Chair is the ideal side chair. The eye-catching A-frame of the base borders
the seat on either side with a distinctive style that sheds light on the chair’s namesake. Elegant while uniquely durable, this
chair is available in arm and armless versions with a plastic or wood veneer seat, and a plastic or polished aluminum base. The
all-plastic chair, with a variety of color options, offers supreme durability in high traffic areas with continual use.
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The polished aluminum base of the A-Chair evokes a more sophisticated style. The
graceful lines of the base are poised and dignified, creating an elegant aura befitting
of high-end cafés and upscale corporate environments. The aluminum base is
offered with either a wood seat shell or plastic seat shell. The wood seat provides a
sleek, stylish chair at a wonderful price point. The plastic seat shell provides extra
durability while still maintaining the added panache of the polished base.
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Add comfort to your seating experience with one of the A-Chair
upholstery options. Available with an upholstered seat pad or a full
interior liner, upholstery options add luxury and style to the
A-Chair’s design.
The A-Chair is the quintessential multi-purpose chair for a universal
environment. Great for auditoriums or conference spaces, the A-Chair
conveniently stacks 15 high from the floor.
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The sleek design of the A-Chair has a very soothing
effect in large spaces. You can fill a room without
overwhelming the space. A-Chair possesses all the
functionalities that a chair for large venues requires,
including ganging options for the arm and armless
versions. The arm design allows for the chairs to
naturally link together, easily folding over one
another for seamless connection. The armless chairs
have optional ganging devices that can be ordered,
linking the chairs at the base without detracting from
the elegant design.

An additional option for the armless A-Chair
is the detachable tablet. Due to smart
engineering, the A-Chair tablet is easily
attached to the chair base. This sturdy black
solid core plastic tablet provides ample
working space and folds away when
not needed.
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